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1. The _________ gives account of the origin or source of data in GIS.

     	      Connectivity

     	      Precision

     	--->> Lineage

     	      Logical

2. Raster graphic pixel is the _________ individual grid unit of an image.

     	      Largest

     	      Widest

     	--->> Smallest

     	      Narrowest

3. The answer to which does not require the stored value of latitude and longitude is 
knwn as?

     	      Spatial question

     	      Locational question

     	--->> Aspatial question

     	      Modelling question

4. The _________ measures the extent to which the data cover the population.

     	      Currency

     	      Accuracy

     	      Precision

     	--->> Completeness

5. One of the basic characteristics of database is that it should be _________accurate.

     	      Latitudinally
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     	      Longitudinally

     	--->> Positionaly

     	      Dimesionally

6. The contents of a database depends on its _________ purpose.

     	      Proposed

     	      Company

     	      Government

     	--->> Intended

7. The _________ is not a vector structure.

     	--->> Brach

     	      Line

     	      Point

     	      Polygon

8. In GIS a separate data model is used to _________ attribute data.

     	--->> Maintain

     	      Collect

     	      Analyse

     	      Retrieve

9. Raster data type consists of rows and columns of _________

     	      Data

     	--->> Cells

     	      Information

     	      Features

10. Early updated on a regular schedule is _________ of database.
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     	--->> Characteristic

     	      Function

     	      Component

     	      Content
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